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Version of the Soviet Journal, ktilitary Thought
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1. This article is the f4rst whit& me have had available from

a 1962 issue of Military Thought, and come, from the Secret rather

than the 'Fop Secret version of that journal. It discusses deployment

and control of antiaircraft missile units for the protection of field

forces and installations in the operational rear area of . a front:

r\ While no specific characteristics  are stated, an accompanying chart

Gives a rough indication tbe Weetive raw and altitude of currently

opera'ional surface-to-air misaile systems: the me and "S-75'.,

peoLuA.11. trio verb(ons of tha widely deptoyvd.SA-2 system, and the V",

low altitude system which meld correspond to the 84-3. The article

also indicatLd that improved surface-torair missile systems may be

expected in the lra4ediate nature.

2. The "s-75° apparently represents a can:Adorable improvement
-

over the earlier version of the 54-2. Its maximum altitude capability

appeLrs to be about 100,000 feet, and low altitude capability, about
g
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nut. Camparatle figures for the "S" version are about 850000.

11 .0 an! avntt 7,000 feet. Our current estimates give the SA-2 a

a? .!.ittle capability ofatnut 2,500 feet, and a maximum altitude

abwt feet, v:M1 sore capability up to 80,000 feet. The

art indicates ft. ffective altitudes for the "M" system between 1,500

and 2,)0C.- feet, as compared with current estimates for the SA-3 system

cf 5.7-40, r.00 feet. Characteristics Indicated for future SAMM are

lezs defi::te, IAA developments appear to include systems with in-

cess,-...1 altitude and extended range..

3. Mt.cl! of the article is concerned with the coordination of

(.1\
r.tssile and fighter defenses within the sane air defense zone. It

tr. :27.ear 42be. fi-Jvlet planning and procedures for such coordination

no-y,r advanced for defense of fixed targets than for

;
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MEMORANDUM FOR: The Director of Centrml Intelligence.

SUBJECT MILITARY THOU= (SECRET): "On Zonal Pro-
tection of Troop; ani Installations in the
Operational Bear Area by the Forces . of
Antiaircraft Missile Units of a Front", by
Lieutenant-General V. Razuvayev and Colonel
M. Yegorov

• 1. Enclosed is a verbatim translation of an article from the
SECRET Collection Of Articles of the Journal "Military Thoutht".
published by the Ministry of Defense, USSR, and distributed down
to the level of division commander.

2. For convenience of reference by USIB agencies, the .
codeword IRONBARK has bcen assigned to this series of TOP SECRET
CSDB reports containing documentary Soviet material. The word
IRO:MARK is classified CONFIDENTIAL and is to be used ooly among
perg(ns authorized to ree1 and handle this material.

3. In the interests of protecting our source, :RONBARK .
material should be handled on a need-to-know basis within your
office. Requests for extra copies of this report or for utili-
zation of any part of this document in any other form should be
addressed to the originating office.
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: MILITARY THOUGHT (SECRET): "On Zonal
Protection of Troops and Installations
in the Operational Rear Area by the
Forces ofAntUdymmdt Missile Units of a
Front", by Lieutenant-General V. Razuvayev
and Colone14. Yegorov

DATE OF INFO Mid - 1962

APPRAISAL OF
CONTENT : Documentary

Following is a verbatim translation of an article
entitled "On Zonal Protection of Troops and Installations

(e...\ in the Operational Rear Area by the Forces of Antiaircraft
Missile Units of a Front", which was written by Lieutenant-
General V. Rasuvayev and Colonel M. Yegorov. This article
appeared in Issue 3 (64) of 1962 of a special version of
the Soviet journal Military Thought which is classified
SECRET by the Soviets and is pUblished irregularly. Six
issues were published in 1961, and 61 issues had bee-A
published by the end of 1961. Issue 3 (64) of 1962 was
probably sent to press in May or dune of 1962.

Ommsent: Military Thought is published by the
USSR Ministry of Defense in three versions, classified
RESTRICTED, SECRET, and TOP SECRET. The RESTRICTED version

• has been issued monthly since 1937, while the other two
• versions are issued irregularly. The TOP SECRET version

was initiated in early 1960. By the end of 1961, 61 issues
of the SECRET version had been published, 6 of then during 1961.
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On Zonal Protection of Troops and Installations 

in the Operational Rear Area by the Forces 

of Antiaircraft Missile Units of a Front

by

Lieutenant-General V. Razuvayev and Colonel M. Yegorov

Prior to the appearance of antiaircraft missile units in
the composition of the antiair defense (PV0) troops of the ground.
.troops, the principal means of combating the air enemy was
antiaircraft artillery and fighter aviation. The antiaircraft
artillery units were armed primarily with 37-am antiaircraft
guns 'with an altitude capability of up to 4p0o m and a range of
fire up to voo m, and also with 85-1mm antiaircraft guns with
an altitude capability of up to Apoo.m and a range of fire up

/'■. 12,000 a. One must keep in mind at this point that as the
ight altitude of air targets kept increasing, the.range of

effective fire of antiaircraft artillery (ZA) kept diminishing
due to the negative effect of air resistance and gravitational
attraction Upon the flight of the shell. This factor sharply
reduced the probability of hitting a target and led to an -
it:crease in the consumption of shells for destruction of a
sing/e air target.

The basic principle of the combat employment of AA artillery
in the system of antiair def•nse at that time was the principle
of ccncontration of considerable forces for point protection
(obyektivnoye prikrytiye) of large units, troop formations, and
impertant installations in the operational rear area.

It must be noted that, to provide point protection of troops
engaged in the organisation and conduct of operations, rather'
large groupings of AA artillery were assembled. For example,
during the last year of World War II, fronts conducting opera-
ttons along the main axes were reinforced with 5 to 7 AA artil-
lery divisions, regardless of the fact that their large un fits •
and formations had within their competition 10 to 15 more AA
artillery units (not counting the AA weapons of units and subunits)
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:r •\crcises of.the postwar period, with a fairly
:dTge I'd AA artillery units and large units available•

tho composition of large units and formatiOns, fronts
V i! • rr:infarced with four and sometimes five AA divisions

AA artillery regiments)

4;•1te of such a large quantity of AA artillery
- !ht- c,m7 .1siti eJn'of front and army troops, their

ror.: f r inflicting losses upon the air enemy were
fultr ' !sited.' For example, an army could destroy . in its
7 v- • targets while repelling 150 to 200-, and
1 t; .S, Gr air targets while repelling 600 to 600
t q :g. •.

Thu,. In spite of the large quantity of AA artillery
tkEtt:i within the composition of antiair defense troops of

g r :urAl trops. reliable protection for groupings of
6na rear area installations was not assured to.an

ath .quate- .R.gree. This factor necessitated the employment,
filme-1 of the tasks of antiair defense in operations,

1 d .4:g, p 7ti:.n of the front fighter aviation ( to 3
;.■!. h divisions) - the main mobile means of
t .t T.1" 1 Ps -

new types of weapons were being adopted
at c . a ; combat activity of troops were changing,
1: . dvf;.8r.d ! 4 replacement of AA artillery with more effec-
ti7s e gi:.und means of combating the air enemy became more
po-it .,I tr. nt. Such means were the antiaircraft missile units.

A- is kvown. the antiaircraft missile units of the anti-
41: Oefe l • me 'r .op of the ground troops are armed with the

lv,ing the "V-750M" missile, which can hit
.117. at distances of from 12 up to 35 to 40 km, and
ot '• -1 1,000 to 30,000 m. Besides, the appearance

;. 71 ether, still more sophisticated, missile
t, cxpected in the Immediate future.
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The following diagram shows graphically the improvement
the antieir defense of troops as they have been equipped

with antiair missile weapons. It can be seen in the diagram
thn the effective range of fire of antiaircraft missile
vaits . has iuhreased 2 to 4 times in. comparison with the •

, rar.ge f fire of AA artillery, while the altitude of des..
tructioz ci air targets has increased 2.5 to 3 times.
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 t the increase in range of effective fire Of
antiaircraft guided missiles, the area of protection has

increased: from 182 kmZ for a regiment of light
antiaircraft artillery (NIZA) to Apoo km2 for an antiair-
t.eaf1 ait a iIe battalion of type "M", and from 441 km2
I ,r a .regiment lf medium antiaircraft artillery (SZA) to
-000 km2 f)r an antiaircraft Missile regiment of type

• "S" with a raid density of one air target per minute.

:$e:-l ides, due to more powerful antiaircraft guided
warheads, as well as the possibility of controlling

t! %1 an antiaircraft guided missile in its tra-
1 .7 - . 1. v, nits become possible to achieve a sharp increase
tn the pr:tability of hitting a target (frail :5 - 1 percent
1 r AA artillery up to 70 toA30 percent for antiaircraft
mIssi3e units). Therefore, 3 or 4 antiaircraft guided
missile* are used for destruction of ode air target at the
preent time, while in the past up to 400 antiaircraft
r Lrl ,; medium antiaircraft artillery or 700 rounds of
•,ina%-caliter AA artillery were used for the same purpose.

Ti-n 4:ming of antiair defense troops of the ground
.p. wi ll antiaircraft missile units has brought about

:Le ; ,.re-i. ity of finding new methods of combat employment.
'A' the latter in Conducting operations. The fact is that
due t's. the increase in the range and power of the actions
:f at a vitiaircraft guided missile as compared with an AA
she], ttmre arcse the possibility of organizing zonal
i r stmad f p7int antiaircraft missile protection of .troops.'

87 slna: antiaircraft missile protection we mean
of trt:op groupings or groups of installations,

,itvat ,ud in a large area, by the fortes of several-anti-
:.ircraft missile units forming a single (solid) zone Of
c . mtvt. 4., ratis.ns on the approaches to amiat the objec-
tis pmtected. Control of the combat operations'

amtiaircraft missile units must be effected from
4 a/rgle c .mmand post (an army or 4tont'llV0 control point
may be used as the zone command post).
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Zinai antiaircraft missile protection has many .advan-
tages -;ver pint protection, which, in our opinion, are
a. fAt-A4,4.

•

- . .antiklicraft missile units are deployed in several.

area .d, acme of which are advanced toward the front
ard the exposed flanks, thus making it possible

ut:/ize to the utmost the combat capabilities
-f the units and to inflict losses upon the air
•em, while limiting, his penetration of the troop
citsp-siti .ln area of a front to a minimum;

tequires 4 smaller number of antiaircraft
missile unite;

• it eliminates the necessity for frequent shifting.
A air targets from fighter planes to antiaircraft
misi.te units, and from one-antiaircraft missile
urlt another;

-- it increases the reliability of'hitting air targets
• eue the p)ssibility of quick concentration of
t)ri Several antiaircraft guided missile SuLunits
r antiaircraft missile units included inAhe anti-

aircraft missile zone;

- 11. cmvides the best conditions for coordinated
acti7n of antiaircraft missile units and fighter
avAuti-di both by separating the zones of combat
veraticna of antiaircraft miaailes and fighters,
aa well as by creating better conditions for their
cperatlons within the same zone; the antiaircraft
Mobile units may constitute the first echelon of
the front PVO while the fighter aviation operating
in the depth of the operational formation and on
the flanks is the second echelon. However, under
fa::.rable conditions fighter aviation can and must
verate in the first echelon of front PV0;
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-- it provides better conditions for operational
cqncealment,'an the action of antiaircraft missile
units which are not directly connected with groupings

( f troops and the important •installations in the
-;erational rear area does not expose their dispo-
sition within the zone of the front;

• ti makes it more difficult for an air enemy to
perf7.rm a maneuver aimed at enveloping 'am anti-
aircraft missile zone.

It flllnws from . the above concept of zonal antiaircraft
pr.ytection that a grouping-of antiaircraft Missile

it 1- formed to provide reliable protection for a group
:f irsta:Iaticns or several groupings of troops, provided
Inat ti.ey are situated so that the distances between them do
I :t nxceed the size of the antiaircraft missile zone and
t-d: :rganization of reconnaissance of the Air enemy and .
0,:cati .3n of targets for destruction among the antiaircraft
MIAzile uoits are carried out by a single command post,

by the command post of the zone. Thie calls for the
mmaLler f a zone of antiaircraft missile, protection to

1YAV 41.'aiS disposal the appropriate means of reconnaissance
I al: enemy, providing for him conditions in which he

• • atI 4... tr. appraise a situatioh.and make a decision in
au.a:A'. 4 and also distribute the air targets among the anti-
aircraft missile units in good time. This is fully . endured
:ny the creation of 's solid radar field by the forces of the
radi.Aechnicai units of the front.. Besides, the commander
▪ or satiaircraft missile zone should, in our opinion,
tme t tim disposal the necessary means of control in.
der T •1 be able to assign combat tasks to units at the

pr:per time, and control their fulfilment.

it is advisable, in our opinion, to. assign control of
c moat verations of an antiaircraft missile zone in an
.•: pc: area t) the commander of the army PVO troops . , and in
a iiIrt area--to the commander of PVC troops of the front.
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The combining of fighter aviation command posts. with
c-nt y ll points of front and army PVO, whichilas . beeh taking
p:aL.e in troop exercises, facilitates effective contrOl of
PV) means. Howeier, coordination of antiaircraft missile
units and fighter aviation in the same zone will be even
me 'ffective if centralized control of all ground PV0
mans ti4 assigned to the PVO control points, and also if
igtter directing points are combined with the command
p:ets antiaircraft missile units.'

It is advisable in some cases to assign control of
c-mba , N'erations of antiaircraft missile units existing
tr. r- nee to the PV0 commanders of larges units, at the same

t!,treLgthening their command subunits with the necessary
m?an.i. •3f reconnaissance and their staffs with additional

• According to the experience gained . from one of the
.:Af .tClOS, the reliability of hitting targets. participating
in a. mass raid, with centralized control of missile units,

•vas 29 percent, and with decentralized control--only 19
pc:cent. In a second version of the raid, the reliability

the fcrmer case was 28 percent, and in the latter--only
pi tent. This confirms the increase in reliability of hlti=7-,;
.*arget when Centralized control of antiaircraft missile

V!1:1 •; is used.

We believe that in operations conducted by armies and
J artiaircraft missile zones may be organized both.
In the departure position for the offensive and in the course
• the':ffensive with the committing to action of the second

•. thcl:Es and rederves, with the forcing of large water
uarriers by the troops, or in repelling enemy counterstrikes.

It must be taken into account that the combat effective-
✓ - organized in the course of an operation is
- •eunat :ower than that of zones created in the departure
p for the offensive, as part of the subunits of anti-
altos aft missile units included in the zone, will be execUting.
Ite maneuVer to a new siting area. It is therefore most
mp r rtant to organize this maneuver of antiaircraft missile
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;utits It such a way as to preclude any sharp decrease in
cnata effectiveness of antiaircraft zones created for the
pr-3tecti3n of the main groupings.

%:-.tin the operational zone of a front, several antiair-
craft mi ,:skle zones may be organized, both from the compost-
't in . f arttaircraft missile battalions of type "mr (minimum
• reg . . a zone--two antiaircraft missile battalions),
md ,.metimes from the composition Of antiaircraft missile
reg.m-rts A the "S" or "S-75" type (minimum strength of a
zone•t..t. less than'two antiaircraft missile regiments.)

Ant J. i r craft missile zones organized in the zone
-A lperations of an army will constitute part of the overall .
antiaircraft missile zone being created within a front.

:t shwld be noted that the space (area) embraced by
antiaircraft missile zones of armies, as well as of a front,
1 44 amal:er in size than the space (area) defined by the
Aparati%na: boundaries and depth of the operational formation
-f tr-...411; A an army or a front. This factor requires
tndt antiaircraft zones for protection of the main groupings
• • . gatiz .-c first of all.

•

7 surtrg •:,pPrations conducted by troops of a front, one
.exa.. antiaircraft simile Zones may be organized, •

sAde tp primarily of antiaircraft missile regiments of the
"S" ard "S-75" type. It is advisable to assign control of
c :Feratt.?!ts of .antiaircraft missile zones created
f:r pr:tsctin of troops of the main grouping and subsequent
ec.:lons tc tne commander of PVO troops of a front and .
c%ntrt cmbat operations of antiaircraft missile zones
.f rftar area to the commander of PVO of the rear area, •
• -r.F :atter is included in the T/0 of the front field
t omma r d, •*r one of the PV0 commanders of an army of the
• tl ecz glmt and, in the last resort, to one of the
• MM,r.itI rS A antiaircraft missile regiments in a given zone.

:t w1:1 often be necessary in the course of an operation
• p! Aide pr)tection for one or another grouping of troops

acriteting success on separate axes removed from the main
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gr7■tiping the front. In this case, protection originally..
organized as zonal may temporarily be converted to zonal-
pAnt protection.

Clmmanders of PVO troops of armies and a front should
strive, proceeding from the decisions of the appropriate
commar.ders concerning the conduct of an-operation, and
depending on the situation, to organize once more zonal
antiaircraft missile protection.

There are two principal viewpoints on the question of
coordi . ri titiqn of antiaircraft mistile units in antiaircraft . •
zone sith fighter avfation. The proponents of one view
maintain that coordination of antiaircraft missile units with

• fighter aviation in an antiaircraft missile zone should
xv.t be nrganized, as this reduces the combat capabilitieSa tte c--srdinated antiaircraft missile units. The pro-
pmenta the other side insist that organization of
c .:,:.rdination of antiaircraft missile units with fighter
avlatir.n in an antiaircraft missile zone 68 essential.

C . -rdination of antiaircraft missile units with lighter
a%; c1:1-n . 28 ealganized and carried Out in the course of an
411: :;11—Ce fcr the purpose of achieving reliable destruction

mars cf air attack, by. mutual supplementation of
the t-ailvat capabilities of the various PIO meads disposed
along the air enemy's axis of operation.

The organization of coordination of antiaircraft missile
units mad fighters may be influenced by the ezistlbg system
of ccntroi of these PVO means, i.e., the system of target
designation for antiaircraft missile units and the system
fer directing fighters, the density and formation of the
raid, and Alec the combat capabilities of the antiaircraft
missile zone.

Cletse coordination of antiaircraft missile units and
figlItere in the same antiaircraft missile zone is achieved
by precision and timeliness of 'target designation of air
targexe uo:th to the missile unit command posts. as well as to
launch subunits, which depends to a large degree on the
resolution capabilities of the radar stations.
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Timely evaluation of the combat capabilities of an
antiaircraft missile'zOne allows Abe determination before-
hand of the procedure for committing fighters to combat
against the air enemy, while the potential density and
formatir.n of an Upending raid make it possible to esta-
blish th)se means, or combination of various means, of the

.PV0, which would be most expedient for.repelling a parti-
cular raid.

There is no doubt that the introduction of an automated
system of control of the MO means of the ground troops,
the perfection of mutual recognition devices, and equipping
them with missile and fighter guidance stations will
facilitate successful organization of coordination of
antiaitcraft miastle units and fighter aviation in a
single antiaircraft missile zone.

Joint operations within the same antiaircraft
zone are especially necessary in modern condition* because

. the air enemy possesses a large quantity of the means of .
Aattack and is capable of employing methods of combat
cperatirna which can be frustrated only by the united .
efforts rf the verizsus MO means.

The hec assity for coordination of fighteri and antiair-
craft missile units in one antiaircraft. missile zone is •
proven oy the fact that the density of target destruction
throughout a zone is unequal, and it is therefore expedient
to supplement the inadequate combat Capabilities of antiair-
craft missile units on separate axes by bringing the fighters
into combat operations.

Tho y esA/utirpn capability of existing target desig= •
nation statits and mutual recognition systems as well as
calcu'Ati is. sioio, that fighters, especially those armed
with 'au-t.-air" type missiles, are capable of conducting
c .-mtUat lppratI ,.ns In an antiaircraft missile zone. It •
sh , Uld be kept in mind that whiledestroying a'collective
targPt c:.nststing of several pairs (flights) of aircraft,
measuring VO0 t. gpoo m along the front and gpoo to Apoo
in. depth. fighters may operate by attacking, for example,
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one ofof the flatk or leading groups, of aircraft removed
from the otrers a minimum of 200 to 300 m or more, while
antiaircraft guided missiles may, simultaneously with the
attack carried out by the fighters, fire on the other .
(leadine flar.k group of aircraft, because they as well
as the attacking fighters are distinctly "visible" on the
radar (RLS, screens. The fighters' safety in this case
will be 'insured by the fact that they vill be attacking
a flank cr leading group of aircraft at a-range of not
less than 4 to 6 km, firing . their "air-to-air" missiles
from a distance of 1.5 to 2 km, while the dispersion of
the antiaircraft guided missiles' may amount to 300 to 500 km.
relative to the target under fire, which is removed up to .
Woo m from the target under fighter attack.

As is known, after executing an attack, fighters
• "disengage" ("otval") from the target along a specific:

radius of turn. Thus, figures show that. if a fighter is
flying at the speed of 900 kmph, and the angle of roll in
the turn ie 40 degrees, the radius of its turn will be .

re• 7.5 km and the time for disengagement is 1.58 minutes.
• With the speed of a fighter being 1,500 kmph and the angle
of roll 40, the radius of turn will be 14.8 km and the
disengagemert time 1.87 winutes. Such a distance of the
fighter frm the target mas it possible to "see7 them

..,.., separately tte radar screens, while the ' time used by
• • the fighters fIr disengagement from the target allows the
• introduction into the combat operations of the antiair-

craft Missile units. This is the reason Why it is expedient,
in the interest of applying continuous pressure against the
air enemy, to combine fighter aviation direction points
with the control points of antiaircraft missile units.
This will allow; the introduction of other WO means into
combat operations as the means introduced earlier exhaust
their combat capabilities.

Safety of fighters while attacking individual aircraft
echeloned in altitude at distances of 300 to 300 a will also
be ensured because the launching range of fighters' "air-to-
air" missiles exceeds the magnitude of dispersion and frag-
ment 'spray area of antiaircraft guided missiles when firing,
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let us say, at aircraft flying in the lower tier. Besides.,
Under these condition; again, the target and the fighters
may be "seen" on the radar screen, which eliminates the
possibility of antiaircraft missile units firing at friendly
fighters.

Increase in the launching range of."air-to.-air" missiles
of future fighters, with the same magnitudes of dispersion
of antiaircraft guided Missiles (300 to 500 a) And the same
spray of destructive fragments MD to 100 m) will ensure
the safety .7If their simultaneous action against an individual
target j:lintly with antiaircraft missile units. •

IXperience gained from exercises cOnducted by the PVO Troops
of the Country, in which methods of coordination of anti-
aircraft missile troops and fighter aviation were developed,
in practice confirmed the feasibility of their Coordination
in the same zone.

Thus, in the exerclies of the North CAucasus'PV0 army
in 1960 it as established that the operations , of fighteriu
and antiaircraft missile units in the same zone, the zone.
of c%mbat ' opexations )f antiaircraft missile units, are
quite feasible and safe: , However, in order to employ
this meto)d succesifully, certain specific conditiOns
must be strictly observed, namely: radar stations for
target detection and direction of antiaircraft guided
missiles must provide identification and separate observation •
of fighters- acd targets, while fighters must terminate
their attacks against air targets at distances exceeding,
in our opiniqn, several times over the lethal radius of
antiaircraft missiles (not less than ;pm a).

It .51K.uld be noted that the possibility of coordination
of antiaircraft missile units and fighter aviation in the
same tate 16 ,116 ,1 confirmed by American data, but with
targets distriOuted in a vertical plane with appropriate
int•rvala between them of approximately 300 to SOO a.

•••• -14-
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Thus, fromfrom the technical point of view, coordination
of antiaircraft missile units and fighter aviation in the
same zone are completely feasible. Further improvement
of equipment, ensuringsuch coordination must be directed
toward developing a recognition system both for missile
directing stations of antiaircraft miasile units and for
front fighters, and also deyeloping,a technical means
of communications to ensure coordination communications
betseep command posts of antiaircraft missile zones and
command posts of fighter aviation large Units (units).

Some of the theoretical tenets discussed by us were
confirmed in special exercises dealing with coordination which
were conducted with the troops of PVO of the Country. But
these exercises are characterized by the stationary conditions
of deployment of antiaircraft missile units of the PV0 of

` the Country. Therefore, it would be advisable, during
exercises cf,,nducted by the ground troops, to check the
tenets advanced on organization and oonduct of zonal anti-
aircraft missile protection in operations, by actually creating
a zone made up of two or three "5-45" antiaircraft missile.
regieento. This kind of practical study of the organization
and c:Lduct of zonal antiaircraft missile protection in
operati .) nd wobuld help to develop a unified opinion on this
matter.


